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Summary 

MVX 2.5 accelerates the speed of business by improving 

application performance by providing faster access to 

large data sets. Memory Motion capabilities allow large 

scale memory resources to be aggregated across the 

compute tier and logically provisioned to extend server 

memory and accelerate data intensive applications. 

 

 

MVX 2.5 Overview 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What is RNA MVX 
Businesses employ data intensive applications to create competitive advantage. The combination of 

mission critical applications and ever-expanding data assets presents continual technological 

challenges.  RNA MVX delivers a ground-breaking solution that accelerates data intensive applications 

using existing data center servers and networks. MVX software decouples memory from servers to 

create a shareable, distributed elastic  

resource – the RNA Memory 

Cloud – that extends 

server memory  and 

acclerates strorage. MVX  

allows data intensive 

applications to deliver faster 

results and greater business value. 

 

Problems MVX Solves 
The versatility of MVX benefits a broad range of business and vertical applications: 

• Analytics, Simulation, and Risk Assessment that require large amounts of data 

• High Volume Internet Applications where fast information access equates to site revenue 

• Enterprise Data Access where large numbers of applications can overwhelm NFS storage 

• Scientific Modeling and Analysis that require large application memory space  

MVX delivers an entirely new price to performance level for IT by dramatically improving the computing 

value achieved with existing infrastructure 

• Improve utilization of memory and CPU resources by as much as 40% 

• Reduces the need for memory, and storage over-provisioning 

• Lowers operational costs by extending server lifecycle and reducing management overhead 

• Decreases datacenter power consumption and reduces demand for space 

• Acceleration of … Business Value???? 

How MVX Works 
RNA MVX aggregates DRAM across servers into a shared distributed memory service or memory cloud. 

Guest servers can access this memory as needed to: 

• Provide large scale applications multi-terabyte swap spaces 
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• Use the memory cloud for storage to quickly share data between applications  

• Cache information from NAS storage systems to offload NFS access and accelerate application 

performance.  

Improvements of up to 25X can be achieved with no changes to application code, no new servers or 

appliances, no complex framework software. 

What’s New in Version 2.5 
RNA MVX 2.5 has an expanded interface that provides the Memory Cloud as an ultra-fast storage 

device.  The MVX Memory Cloud can be accessed as one or more block storage devices, or as one or 

more file storage caches, or in any combination. These virtual storage devices work directly with the 

operating systems just like regular storage to dramatically speed up swap and file access. Data base 

systems and applications that use block or file storage systems are a natural fit for this solution.  MVX 

storage devices can be configured to enhance almost any system in a data center, without risky 

changes to application code or data center hardware. 

Memory Motion 

Memory Motion extends server memory. Think of this as aiding data 

intensive applications by collecting RAM memory from around the 

data center and bringing it to the applications that need it.  MVX can 

delivery multiple terabytes of memory to an application as high 

performance scratch or swap storage. Because MVX is simply 

mounted as a block device for this use, there is no application 

integration. Performance gains can easily exceed an order of 

magnitude and some customers have achieved gains as high as 26X.  

These improvements allow businesses to tackle data-intensive 

applications that were difficult or impossible before, including finer-

grain data analytics or longer time horizons.  Here are three new examples of how MVX 2.5 can be 

configured.  

High Performance Swap Space 

Every operating system and hypervisor uses a 

swap device to manage its memory.  The swap is 

used most intensively when system load is high 

and performance. Unfortunately, this is precisely 

the time when I/O delays cause significant 

performance degradation.  Application speed can 

become intolerably inconsistent, falling 
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precipitously when the operating system starts swapping.  With MVX 2.5, swap space can be 

implemented in the MVX Memory Cloud, enabling swapping to distributed RAM rather than to disk. 

Analysis has shown that the MVX Memory Cloud can sustain swapping at sustained rates of over 700 

megabytes per second, with even greater speeds if multiple swap devices are allocated. This level of 

performance makes system performance much more stable as load increases.  It also allows a 

reallocation of memory across clusters; knowing that a system has a fast swap space, more local RAM 

can be freed for application use, or for reducing RAM footprint and operational costs. 

Computation Memory Resources 

Many applications do large amounts of temporary 

or intermediate I/O during execution. With a block 

device in the Memory Cloud, partitions can be 

created for memory-resident storage systems. An 

application or database that does block I/O can 

use an MVX block storage device directly, at 

blazingly fast speeds.  If an application needs a 

standard Linux file system, such as ext2 or ext3, it 

is also supported.  The file system is configured to 

use an MVX block device, yielding very high speed reads and writes to the application.  Original input 

data can be copied into the Memory Cloud from disk-based storage at the start of a job, and 

corresponding output data can be copied out of at the end of a job.  The throughput provided by the 

MVX Memory Cloud is far greater than SATA or SSD can provide. 

Shareable Memory Resources 

The benefits of MVX 2.5 for intermediate I/O are not 

limited to single systems.  The MVX Memory Cloud and 

its block devices are shared among all memory guests.  

Using a cluster file system, a temporary memory store 

can be shared, providing extremely fast inter-system 

communications.  The clustered file system ensures the 

integrity of all shared data. Distributed application 

servers also gain fast access to shared datasets, and 

fast intermediate I/O.   These speed improvements 

particularly benefit distributed analytics.  One example in the energy sector is the travel time table, which 

is a file accessed by all nodes in clustered seismic processing applications.  The travel time table can be 

more than a terabyte in size, and it can be housed completely in the MVX Memory Cloud for unmatched 

speed. 
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Simultaneous File Caches and Block Devices 

RNA MVX 2.5 retains RNA’s current file caching features, including the ability to offload and accelerate 

NAS storage systems.  MVX 2.5 also enables additional use cases employing both file caching and block 

devices in a single application.  

In one financial services application, a shared job synchronization file coordinates the processing 

behavior of clustered software that accesses a large collection of historic stock price data. In this case, 

the job synchronization file was stored on a shared block device in the Memory Cloud and thereby cut 

its access time to microseconds.  At the same time, the multi-terabyte tick database was cached and 

shared through an MVX file cache.  This allowed repeated data requests to be served quickly from a 

shared memory buffer that was far larger than any single server contained, while cutting accesses to the 

back-end storage system to a minimum. 

 

Other Improvements 

The installation, provisioning, and operation have been significantly improved in MVX 2.5. RPM’s and 

installation scripts simplify set-up.  Configurations are centrally stored and automatically updated.  The 

command line interface has been expanded and logging options have been enhanced.   Set-up, 

production configuration, and ongoing maintenance are all significantly simpler. 
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In Depth Features 

Feature Description 

Virtual Block 
device 

• Dedicated – a block device can be configured for 
access by a single memory guest server. Block device 
can be any fraction of the Memory Cloud’s total 
capacity 

• Shareable - a block device can be configured for 
access by multiple memory guest nodes. The size of 
this block device can be any fraction of the Memory 
Cloud’s total capacity 

• Multiple – many block devices can be configured to 
access the Memory Cloud simultaneously 

Simultaneous 
file access 
and block 
device usage 

• Concurrency – unlimited applications can 
simultaneously access the Memory Cloud using 
different access types 

• Provisioning – on launch, capacity is specified for file 
access and for each of the block devices 

Installation • Packaging - install package includes RPMs for Memory 
Host, Memory Guest and combination nodes 
preventing users from having to deploy multiple 
different packages 

• Deployment – provide comprehensive installation 
scripts that simplify and speed up the installation 
process 

Configuration • Centralized – a centralized configuration file simplifies 
deployment and operation 

• Automatic – Memory Host and Memory Guest nodes 
“phone home” for their configuration allowing them to 
be automatically updated 

Improved CLI • Operational status – enhanced command line interface 
provides additional operational information about MVX 
and Memory Host and Memory Guest nodes 

• System control – additional commands provide simpler 
and more precise control over system operation 

Enhanced 
logging 

• Syslog – errors and warnings are written to syslog to 
allow third party tools to monitor system operations 

• Local logs – local logs are used to capture more 
detailed information and metadata about historical 
performance  

• Level of logging – select from multiple levels of 
verbosity 

Security • Access control - enhanced security for file caching 
enforces security permissions among multiple users 
and provides separation of concerns  
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Benefits: 

 Break through system barriers to 

share memory for improved 

access and utilization 

 Fast in-memory access improves 

performance of data-intensive 

applications 

 Low deployment costs – unified 

memory service architecture 

 No development costs – 

transparent to existing 

applications 

 Designed for flexibility, scale and 

performance 

Lower Costs and Improve 

Performance with Memory 

Virtualization  

Share memory across hundreds of 

servers for better performance and 

better utilization.  
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